Location:

MHY-9200-NPB

LOW LEAD, POLISHED CHROME,
ANTI-CONTAMINATION WALL FAUCET

Specification: MIFAB® Series MHY-9200-NPB exposed type, low lead, mild climate, anti-contamination wall faucet with
3/4” (19) male hose connection and anti-siphon vacuum breaker. Exterior finish is polished chrome plated, operating handle
to be (specify brown plastic, clear plastic, cast iron wheel handle or operating key), and inlet connection to be (specify ½” (13)
or 3/4” (19) F.P.T.). Vacuum breaker to be certified to the A.S.S.E. Standard 1011 and listed by I.A.P.M.O.
MHY-9240-NPB Series wall faucet dimensions

MHY-9240-NPB illustrated
The wetted surface contacted by consumable water contains less than one quarter of one percent (0.25%) of lead by weight.
Function: MIFAB’S MHY-9240-NPB Series of anti-contamination wall faucet is engineered for use in mild climate areas on residential,
commercial, industrial, and institutional properties. It is manufactured and shipped with an anti-siphon vacuum breaker.
Exterior Finish: Polished chrome plated.
Operating Handle: Four different types of operating handles are available. They are: brown plastic wheel handle, clear plastic wheel handle,
cast iron wheel handle and/or an operating key. The square brass stud that receives the screw to secure the four different types of operating
handles is shielded for tamper proofing. This is applicable when the hydrant is used with an operating key.
Vacuum Breaker: Unique vandal resistant vacuum breaker protects from anti-siphon conditions. It is self draining and is engineered with fine
male threads on the end that screws into the faucet body to ensure that the vacuum breaker must be in place in order for a hose connection
to be secured to the faucet. The hose connection is 3/4” (19) male. The anti-siphon vacuum breaker is tested and certified to the A.S.S.E.
Standard 1011 and listed by I.A.P.M.O.
Connection: Either ½” (13) or 3/4” (19) F.P.T. (female pipe thread connections). Only N.P.T. (tapered) threads can be used to connect the
MHY-9200-NPB Series to the supply line. Do not use N.P.S.M. (straight) threads.
Shipping Weight: One lb. (.45 kg) per unit. Master box quantities is 24 pieces per box.
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OPTIONAL VARIATIONS:
Cast brass box
Cast brass box with cylinder lock
Chrome plated cast brass box
Chrome plated cast brass box with cylinder lock

CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING. This product contains chemicals known to the State of California to cause cancer and birth defects or other reproductive harm.
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MIFAB® reserves the right to make changes in material and design without formal notice or obligation.
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